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HVOF-coating types were shown in Table 1 and Table 2
respectively.

Abstract
This research evaluated the wear resistance of the three types
of high-velocity oxygen fuel (HVOF) sprayed deposition (e.g.
AST 908, AST 915 and AST 928,). In this work, the abrasion
tests concerned with the sliding wear behavior of the coated
specimens were operated using a pin-on-plate apparatus and
were analyzed by one-way analysis of variance (one-way
ANOVA). The wear testing condition was accorded to the
ASTM G133 standard at room temperature. The response of
statistical analysis was the weight loss of specimens. The AST
928 was the best abrasion wear resistant at room temperatures.

Table 1: The HVOF-process parameters.
HVOF-parameters

Type of powder
ATS 908

AST 915

AST
928

Oxygen (ft3/min)

1900

2000

1950

Fuel (gallon/min)

6.00

6.00

5.75

Nitrogen (ft3/min)

23 + 2

21 + 2

26 + 2

INTRODUCTION

Speed (rpm)

250-330

250-330

150-200

The thermal sprayed coatings have occurred as a viable solution
for a wide range of wear resistance applications to protect the
surfaces of tools [1] and improve the service life of machine
components [2], which has been several widely used in
industry. The high velocity oxygen fuel (HVOF) sprayed
coating method was used the industrial mechanical parts
application under the abrasion wear situations such as gear,
rotor, shaft, and turbine. The HVOF was referred to high
mechanical property which involved higher abrasion, erosion,
and corrosion [3-4]. Similar reports were exhibited by other
researchers, the wear mechanisms were affected by the
microstructure of the coatings and the test conditions, involving
fracture and pull out of carbides, removal of splats and
subsurface cracking [5]. The friction behaviour of heat-treated
coatings was rationalized on the basis of the relative
contribution of mechanical wear and oxidative wear [6]. This
objective of the work was to investigate the weight loss on the
wear resistance of HVOF sprayed AST 908, AST 915 and AST
928 coatings with respect to their statistical analysis.

Coating temperature (oC)

70-140

70-140

70-140

Coating distance (mm)

380

380

380

Keywords: abrasion wear, high velocity oxygen fuel (HVOF),
one-way ANOVA.

Table 2: The chemical composition of three HVOF-coating
type.
Chemical composition

Type of powder
ATS 908

AST 915

AST 928

Tungsten carbide (WC)







Chromium (Cr)

-





Nickel (Ni)

-





Cobalt (Co)



-

-

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE
The specimen was the medium carbon steel (Grade: JIS S50C)
with the chemical composition as follows: 0.47-0.55 %C, 0.600.90 %Mn, 0.020-0.030 %P, 0.020-0.035 %S and 0.15-0.35
%Si. The powders were deposited on the medium carbon steel
substrates (e.g. AST 908, AST 915, AST 928) with a coating
thickness of 2000 µm using HVOF technique (SULZER
METCO DIAMOND JET machine). The similar HVOFprocess parameters of three HVOF-coating types (e.g. AST
908, AST 915, AST 928) and the chemical composition of three

The wear resistance analysis, the reciprocating wear behavior
was considered with an instrument, which following by ASTM
G133 standard (as shown in Fig. 1), using a WC-pin with a
diameter of 2.5 mm. Two-body abrasive wear testing of coated
specimens was carried out using weight loss. The coated
specimens of size 25x50x6 mm were used for two-body
abrasive wear testing. The two-body abrasive wear tests were
operated at an applied load of 10 N and reciprocating velocity
of 500 rpm.
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Fig.1: Schematic diagram of the reciprocating tester
(ASTM G133)

915
Type of coating

928

Fig.2: Main effects plot of mass loss.
The data on weight loss were measured for all coatings (e.g.
AST 908, AST 915, AST 928) following the experimental
procedure given in Table 3. The results obtained from the
differentiation test specimens (n = 5 per case) were analysed to
create whether the differences among cases were significant for
each coating type. This was determined through one-way
ANOVA, using the MINITAB software. According to Table 4,
the P-value was also considered as criteria for understanding
the significance of the model which P-value of less than 0.05
was identified as significant. In the corresponding Fig. 2, the
main effect plot was shown a significant difference between the
types of coating. Moreover, the best wear resistance of coating
film was indicated the AST 928 because it was a lower weight
loss.

CONCLUSION
In the present investigation, the best HVOF sprayed coating
film between AST 908, AST 915 and AST 928 were studied.
Based on the statistical result of the present work the following
conclusion can be drawn. The best wear resistance of a type of
coating was the AST 928 film.
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Table 3: The data of one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA).
Type of coating Weight Loss (g)
AST 908

0.0004 0.0004 0.0006 0.0008 0.0005

AST 915

0.0006 0.0006 0.0008 0.0007 0.0010

AST 928

0.0004 0.0003 0.0004 0.0002 0.0001
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